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Powers, Dispositions, 
and Counterfactual Conditionals
We often say that persons had, have, or will have the power to do certain things. 
but do we have reasons to ascribe powers to inanimate objects as well? and if 
we do, is there any difference between ascribing a power and understanding 
what an object is disposed to do? are objects’ powers dispositions in this sense? 
In this paper I shall argue that we need to distinguish powers from dispositions 
for certain theoretical purposes. Most ‘disposition terms’ in ordinary language 
do not express causal powers; and many powers cannot be expressed by a con-
ventional disposition term. It is true that when we say that objects are disposed 
to do this or that, powers are involved. but the converse does not hold because 
having a power does not entail that objects are disposed to do or to act upon oth-
ers in certain ways. 
the expression ‘disposition term’ as it is used in contemporary philosophy 
was introduced by Carnap in the early 20th century. statements that contain 
such terms do not describe what is directly observable and hence, according 
to Carnap, they can have meaning only if they are logically equivalent to other 
statements which report observable episodes (Carnap 1936, 440). subsequently, 
nelson goodman went on to argue that, from a logical empiricist point of view, 
every predicate which refers to enduring properties of objects must be disposi-
tional. thus all statements that ascribe non-occurrent properties to objects must 
contain dispositional terms like being fragile, soluble, poisonous, inflammable 
or soporific. and the meaning of these sentences can be understood only with 
reference to observable episodes which are the manifestations of these disposi-
tions like breaking, dissolving, poisoning, burning or falling asleep (goodman 
1954, 40).
Most contemporary accounts of powers understand them as dispositions. oth-
erwise put, they take it that what Carnap and goodman called disposition terms 
express what objects are disposed to do; and if objects have powers at all, they 
are none other than their dispositions. however, I shall argue that the ascription 
of powers and the ascription of dispositions have distinct theoretical roles. both 
dispositions and powers are modal concepts. but whereas the ascription of dis-
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positions presupposes some modal truth, the main function of ascribing powers 
is to ground such truth. Following hume, many philosophers think that if pow-
ers do indeed have this grounding role then we ascribe them in order to ground 
natural necessities.1 I shall argue, however, that the main role of properties that 
are powers is to identify natural possibilities.2 We ascribe a power in order to 
identify what a person or an object can do; by contrast, we ascribe a disposition 
in order to express what objects or persons tend to do.
Further, I shall also argue that the ascription of powers grounds such possi-
bilities through entailing the truth of certain counterfactuals; for it is with help 
of such counterfactuals that we can specify powers and hence identify natural 
possibilities. propositions that ascribe powers or dispositions to objects are often 
analyzed with the help of counterfactual conditionals; I shall argue that the main 
theoretical function of the so-called conditional analysis is different in its appli-
cation to context in which we aim to understand what objects are disposed to do 
and in context’s in which we ascribe powers. 
traditionally, the conditional analysis is understood as an attempt to provide 
a semantic analysis of the meaning of disposition terms. and often, the aim of 
such a semantic analysis is to explain the use of disposition predicates without 
assuming that objects in fact have non-reducible dispositional properties. as far 
as the analysis of powers is concerned, however, we rely on counterfactual con-
ditionals in order to explain the link between ascriptions of specific powers and 
our commitments about what can happen instead of what is going to happen. I 
shall show that if we understand the aim of the analysis in this way, we can de-
fend a revised, non-reductive, but still relatively simple conditional analysis of 
powers. relatedly, I shall also argue that powers are abundant in the sense that 
objects can have not only intrinsic and generic powers, but also extrinsic and 
maximally specific ones. 
In one respect I propose to follow Carnap’s project, even though I do not 
share his (anti-)metaphysical convictions, and I’m skeptical about his account 
of the meaning of ‘theoretical terms’. When Carnap discusses the problem of 
disposition terms he does indeed rely on examples borrowed from ordinary 
language. but it is clear that he is not interested in the semantics of ordinary 
language. rather, he wants to explain how we can introduce certain terms into 
our language in order to provide scientific explanation of certain observable 
1  the subtitle of harré’s and Madden’s classic work on causal powers is ‘a theory of 
natural necessity’. later dispositional essentialists like ellis 2001 and bird 2007 also argue 
that powers can make the occurrence of certain events metaphysically necessary.
2  although he does not use the concept of power, goodman seems to hold a similar view 
(goodman 1954, 50–54). Closer to the present paper’s claim, rom harré writes that ‘to say 
that a thing has a power is to say what is possible for it, for that is what it is talk of its disposi-
tions’ (harré 1970, 101). I shall challenge the second part of this claim while fully grant the 
first.
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phenomena. analogously, the analysis of powers need not be understood as an 
exercise in the semantics of ordinary disposition terms. like carnap, i believe 
that we use power terms for theoretical purposes. since my main interest here 
is metaphysics and not philosophy of science, I shall argue that the theoretical 
role of powers as properties is to ground natural possibilities. but metaphysics 
is complementary, and not contradictory, to science. powers are needed for sci-
ence as much as they are important for metaphysics.
1. DIsposItIons, poWErs, anD tEnDEnCIEs
In this section I aim to show why ascribing powers and ascribing dispositions 
might play distinct theoretical roles. I shall argue that what philosophers since 
Carnap call ‘disposition terms’ can, but needn’t, express objects’ powers. af-
terwards, I shall also argue that there are far more properties which are powers 
than what conventional disposition terms can express. the problem of powers 
has often been discussed by using conventional disposition predicates as exam-
ples. this strategy can easily blur the distinction between the role of power-like 
properties and the role of dispositions in our ontology. For even if some conven-
tional terms can express both dispositions and powers, they do so in different 
contexts. thus, as far as the metaphysics of properties is concerned, the distinc-
tion between powers and dispositions can become crucial. 
according to the now standard approach to the use conventional disposition 
terms, ascribing a disposition is to say something about what objects having the 
disposition are disposed to do in certain circumstances. Consequently, as David 
lewis suggests (and as most subsequent analyses agree) in order to understand 
ordinary disposition predicates like being fragile or being poisonous, we first 
need to specify their meaning by a paraphrase. For instance, to say that arsenic 
is poisonous is to claim that that it is disposed to poison upon ingestion and 
when no antidote is taken (lewis 1997, 153). let us call these paraphrases of 
conventional disposition terms explicitly dispositional locutions.3 an explicitly 
dispositional locution specifies the meaning of a statement ascribing a conven-
tional disposition term D in the sense that an object has D iff it is disposed to M 
in response to some stimulus S. I shall argue that to the extent that statements 
containing conventional disposition terms can indeed be so paraphrased, such 
statements follow a logic distinct from that behind statements that ascribe 
powers. 
this is, I shall argue, the consequence of the fact that having a power to M 
is not the same property as being disposed to display behavior M in response to 
stimulus S in circumstances C. properties as powers and properties as objects’ 
3  Following Choi 2008.
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dispositions to do certain things in various circumstances fulfill distinct theo-
retical roles. tautologically, if an object or a person is disposed to M, it has the 
disposition to M. but it is exactly in this context in which the assumption that 
powers and dispositions fulfill distinct theoretical roles can become significant. 
For having a power to M does not invariably imply that something or someone is 
disposed to M. there is an important theoretical difference between the ascrip-
tion of powers and claims about what things are disposed to do.
Consider amy, who learned how to swim, and then visits the swimming pool 
regularly. she has also experienced and enjoyed smoking tobacco. but she has nev-
er smoked regularly. her friend, bob is a different character. not only has he tried 
cigarettes, but he has also become a smoker. as a child, he learned how to swim 
and to this day, he can swim fairly well. but he cannot recall the last time he swam. 
the two people’s behavior is apparently different, and the difference is very well 
captured by the fact that amy, being a swimmer, is disposed to swim, but not being 
a smoker, she is not disposed to smoke. bob, on the other hand, being a smoker, is 
disposed to smoke, but he is not at all disposed to swim. however, both of them 
have the same powers: both of them can swim and can smoke; and hence both of 
them have the power to swim and the power to smoke. the difference between 
them is that amy is not disposed to smoke, while bob is not disposed to swim.
Why is a difference? as ryle has already observed, we can use dispositional 
predicates for many different purposes. sentences containing such predicates 
can ascribe certain abilities, capacities or liabilities to certain objects or to cer-
tain kinds of objects. thus, we often use such terms in order to ascribe active or 
‘passive’ (i.e. reactive) powers to objects. but disposition terms can also express 
tendencies, habits or proneness to do certain kind of things (ryle 1949, 131). 
there is an important logical relation between the ascription of powers and be-
havioral tendencies. a behavioral tendency presupposes some relevant power or 
ability. no one who is averse to cigarettes because, for instance, she is allergic 
to cigarette smoke can be a smoker. and no one who is unable to swim can be a 
swimmer. but many people who do not swim regularly can swim, and at least as 
many who can smoke or are capable of enjoying smoking, do not smoke. thus, 
the ascription of powers does not involve any truth about habits, tendencies or 
behavioral regularities (huoranszki 2011, 59).
one might object that the difference disappears if we take the proper specifi-
cation of dispositions into account, according to which ‘has the power to M at t’ 
is to be specified as ‘disposed to M at t in response to S’. When we say that amy 
is disposed to swim whereas bob is not, and this is understood as a tendency or 
habit, we do not mention a particular type of stimulus to which the manifesta-
tion is a response. but the dispositional property that we want to express is more 
specific than what the conventional use of the term suggests. this might be so, 
but it does not show that such a paraphrase can express the object’s power. If 
being disposed to M in response to S is a specification of a power of the person 
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or the object, then it must entail the more generic power of being disposed to M. 
however, it can be true of bob that he is disposed to swim when he accidentally 
falls in deep water, but false nevertheless that he is disposed to swim. 
thus, the power to M at t does not entail being disposed to M at t even as a 
response to S. powers might be called dispositions; but if we do so regard them 
as such, then we must keep in mind that having a disposition, in the sense of 
having a power to M at t, does not entail being disposed to M at t. this can be 
seen clearly if we consider that even if it seems natural to specify a disposition 
D as being disposed to M in response to S, it is not true that having a power P 
can also be specified as being disposed to M in response to S. If an object has 
the power to M in response to S then it must also have the power to M because 
the possession of more specific, i.e. more determinate properties entail the less 
determinate ones. but as we have seen, if an object is disposed to M in response 
to S, it is still not necessarily disposed to M. Consequently, it is certainly false 
that having a power to M is the same as being disposed to M.
More importantly, however, the distinction between being disposed to M and 
having the power to M shall not disappear even if we include ‘stimulus condi-
tion’ in the specifications of habits and tendencies. tendencies and habits can 
be conditioned just as powers can be. bob might be disposed to smoke only if he 
is in a stressful situation, or when he drinks too much, or to whichever specific 
kind of ‘stimulus’ he is exposed. some habitual behavior might be condition-
less, but some others might not be. Conversely, amy can—or has the power 
to—smoke in the very same sort of circumstances as bob can, but she does not 
precisely because she is not disposed to.  
My examples above about drawing a distinction between having a power to 
M and being disposed to M involved intentional human behavior. however, I 
used those examples only to make the distinction as vivid as I could in order to 
show that there is no natural move from ‘having the power to M’, and hence from 
‘can M’, to ‘being disposed to M’. but the problem is more general: if an object 
has a causal power (or liability) to M which is manifested only in exceptional 
circumstances, it is misleading to claim that it is disposed to M. Medications do 
have the power to kill someone in certain circumstances; for instance, if they are 
overdosed or if they are taken by someone who is allergic to them. but medica-
tions are not ‘disposed to kill people as a response to being ingested’; just as 
some poisonous material that can cure people in certain special circumstances is 
not ‘disposed to heal’. they are medications, or poisons, after all. thus, as ryle 
indicated, conventional disposition terms can be used for different theoretical 
purposes. For him, it might be only a question of meaning. but for those who 
take metaphysics seriously this difference in meaning indicates an important 
theoretical difference. It shows that properties that are powers and properties 
that can be expressed with the help of explicitly dispositional locutions play dif-
ferent theoretical roles in our ontology. 
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2. thE sIgnIFICanCE oF spECIFIC poWErs
alexander bird has argued that the explicitly dispositional locutions which 
lewis introduces in order to specify the meaning of ordinary power terms are 
ambiguous. such specifications must exclude the presence of counteracting fac-
tors like antidotes, but it seems that any interpretation of ‘disposed to M in the 
absence of antidotes’ is either incompatible with what we ordinarily mean by a 
disposition, or takes dispositions to be extrinsic properties (bird 1998, 231). ac-
cording to one interpretation, we should not ascribe, for instance, the property 
‘being poisonous’ to arsenic if it is taken in conjunction with an antidote. this 
makes the disposition extrinsic since whether or not we can correctly ascribe it 
depends on features of the environment in which arsenic is taken as well as on 
arsenic’s intrinsic property. according to the other interpretation, arsenic itself is 
poisonous even when it is taken together with antidotes. but then, the absence 
of antidotes must be included in the circumstances of manifestation, and this 
seems to be in conflict with how we ordinarily understand disposition terms. We 
understand such terms with reference to the typical ‘stimulus conditions’, like 
ingesting arsenic, and not as ‘ingesting arsenic in the absence of counteracting 
factors’. 
if lewis’s ‘explicitly dispositional locutions’ are indeed unavoidably ambigu-
ous, then I take this as an additional reason for not using them for specifying 
powers. however, bird’s objection might be interpreted as showing that dispo-
sition terms as used in ordinary language can express properties with radically 
different theoretical roles. so interpreted, the objection shows that by specify-
ing the conditions under which a power is manifested we can identify differ-
ent, but not distinct powers. Further, it also shows that the difference cannot be 
understood by the paraphrase ‘being disposed to M as a response to S’ precisely 
because the ascription of power-like properties plays a different role in our on-
tology than the ascription of dispositions does. by specifying the conditions of 
manifestation, we can capture a more determinate property, which is different, 
even if not distinct, from the corresponding determinable one.
powers, like any other properties, can be more or less generic. When we as-
cribe a specific power, we can simply deny that in the presence of counteracting 
powers the object has that specific property to M. as I shall argue below, in certain 
contexts it is natural to ascribe such powers to objects and persons. our ordinary 
disposition terms do not express specific powers, and they are probably not fine-
grained enough to identify generic ones. but if we are interested in the nature of 
properties rather than in the semantics of conventional disposition terms, then 
this fact should not particularly disturb us. We can refer to any of these pow-
ers by means of demonstrative expressions. For instance, we can say this bit of 
arsenic material does not have the specific property to poison these people (because 
they have taken antidotes). or, perhaps closer to standard ordinary usage, we 
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can say that this bit of arsenic has the generic property of being poisonous which 
entails that someone would be poisoned by ingesting it if it were taken and anti-
dotes were not taken, and several other unmentioned conditions were met. 
thus the problem of the explicit specification of all relevant factors that are 
necessary for the power to become manifest arises only when we want to iden-
tify generic powers. Consider a particular glass that had just fallen and then 
broke. since it did break, there must be a sense in which it could break; hence, 
since it broke it must have had the property being such that it would break if 
it were stuck by a hard object at that particular time in those particular circum-
stances.4 thus when we ascribe a power that is maximally specific, the problem 
of how to identify every relevant condition of the power’s manifestation does 
not arise. We could say then that in any situation which differs from the one 
in which the object actually broke when it was dropped only in that it was not 
dropped, the object must have the specific power that it would break if it were 
dropped. hence we can identify a natural possibility, i.e. what can happen in 
particular circumstances by ascribing a maximally specific power-like property 
to an object.
Why should we deny that objects have such properties? It seems that some 
may want to deny this for three reasons. First, it may be said that our ordinary 
disposition terms never ascribe such powers to objects. second, such powers are 
obviously extrinsic: change the environment and you might change the object’s 
power as well. and third, such properties are extremely abundant. but some 
would say that if powers are properties at all, they should be sparse rather than 
abundant.
as to the first reason: what it shows (yet again) is only that the study of dispo-
sition terms of ordinary language may not be a good guide to understanding the 
theoretical role of power-ascriptions. bird mentions the case in which a sneeze, 
through ‘butterfly effect’, can cause a glass breaking (bird 1998, 231). but he says 
we would not say that we have the disposition to break windows by a sneeze. 
this is certainly right; but only because the circumstances in which sneezes can 
cause the breaking of glasses are ‘abnormal’ or exceptional. the point about 
‘butterfly effect’ is, however, exactly that there could be specific circumstances 
in which one does have the power to break windows by sneezing. that power 
might be ‘strange’ because it seems to be no more than a theoretical possibility 
that such circumstances actually arise. and that’s why it is certainly false that we 
4  If we like reasoning with the metaphor of ‘closeness of worlds’, we can say that, from the 
perspective of the world in which the glass is not dropped and does not break, (one of) the 
closest one(s) is ours, i.e. the world in which it is dropped and then breaks. this follows from 
the fact that even if similarity is not transitive, it is certainly symmetric. thus if we alter the 
circumstances minimally, so that the only difference between the actual and the counterfac-
tual situation is that in the latter, luckily, the vase does not fall down, then the vase must, in 
both cases, have the power to break when dropped.
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are disposed to break windows in this way if the specific circumstances rarely or 
never actually arise.
as to the second reason: specific powers are indeed extrinsic, but this does 
not seem to be a serious problem. Why should we insist that every power is an 
intrinsic property of the object that has it? Certainly, in some cases whether or 
not we can correctly ascribe some powers can depend on the actual presence or 
absence of some factors which are, according to some standard account of intrin-
sicness, extrinsic to objects (mckitrick 2003). but further, it is unclear how these 
standard accounts are applicable to properties that are powers. some would say, 
for instance, that a power is intrinsic if any nomic duplicate of the object has it.5 
but this helps only if we can decide whether or not two objects are nomic dupli-
cates independently of what powers they have. What counts as a nomic property 
depends on which laws there are. but, as humeans would have it, what laws 
there are depends on world-wide regularities that cannot be intrinsic to a par-
ticular object. More importantly, it is arguable that nomic relations presuppose 
powers, and so we cannot characterize powers’ features by reference to laws.6 
hence the notion of extrinsicness as applied to powers is more of a problem than 
an independent argument for anything. 
as to the third reason: one might worry that maximally specific powers can-
not be ‘real properties’ of objects. real properties are ‘sparse’; but maximally 
specific powers are obviously abundant.7 but what is exactly the reason to think 
that properties must be sparse? For the purpose of explanations that aim at uni-
fication, the ascription of abundant properties seems idle indeed. but it is one 
thing to say that for certain theoretical purposes it would be wrong to invoke a 
certain kind of property, and it is quite another to deny that objects can have 
such a property. the ascription of specific powers can play an important theo-
retical role in many contexts. Most importantly, if we want to understand natural 
possibilities as a consequence of objects possessing certain properties, we have 
good reasons to assume that properties are also abundant. For a certain type of 
event can occur or cannot occur in one or another specific circumstances, and not 
just ‘in general’, without further qualifications.
this does not mean that specific powers cannot play any role in the explana-
tion of what has actually happened. they are often presupposed, for instance, in 
contrastive explanations of singular events. such explanations mark out an event 
C in the causal history of explanandum event E, the absence of which would be 
5  Choi 2008.
6  see also mckitrick 2009, though mckitrick’s main concern is causation and not laws.
7  about the concept and issue of sparseness and abundance of properties see lewis 1983. 
as i understand him, lewis does not deny the existence of abundant properties; he only says 
that they are not ‘natural’. In my view, however, naturalness itself has little to do with parsi-
mony. For an argument that dispositional properties are not sparse (one that is different from 
mine), see mckitrick 2003a.
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sufficient for E’s failing to occur. but such explanations work only if we assume 
that the presence or absence of C does not change the powers of objects that 
participate in the causal interaction within those particular circumstances. the 
contrast between the two cases is brought out precisely by the fact that the pow-
ers in the specific situations are the same so that the only distinction relevant to 
the occurrence of E is the presence or absence of C.
We also ascribe powers in order to identify what things can do and, pragmati-
cally, what we can do with them. thus, maximally specific powers find a natural 
place in practical reasoning. When we need to decide what to do, first we want to 
know what our real options are, i.e. what we can do or what is in our power to do in 
the specific circumstances in which we must make a choice. To use the old lockean 
example, when I sit in a firmly locked room without keys and other exit etc., I 
cannot, i.e. I’m not able to, leave it. this means that I do not have the specific 
power to leave that room at that time even if I do have some generic power to 
leave rooms in the sense that I can move my limbs, see the exit etc. thus when 
the question is whether or not I can do something in a particular situation, and 
I think that I can—I have the power to—do this or that, what I am assuming is 
that at that moment and in those circumstances no intervening factor is active. Even 
if I cannot explicitly specify all the conditions, I assume that, for all I know, in 
the specific situation, I have the power to act in the way I choose.8 and if I’m 
lucky, I do indeed have that property there and then.
Consequently, some of the powers are objects’ or persons’ specific properties 
that ground certain possibilities even if the possibilities are never actualized. 
and objects can have determinate powers in specific situations even if we do 
not actually use them with the purpose to make their powers manifest. that 
objects, or rather certain kinds of objects, may not be disposed to M, not even in 
response to some type of stimulus S, unless they do display M with some statisti-
cally relevant regularity, does not show that they cannot have the power to M in 
certain specific circumstances.
3.  PoWers anD reDucTive analyses
as I have mentioned at the beginning, according to the humean tradition, the 
ascription of powers entails modalities in the sense that if objects could have 
powers, having such powers would entail necessary connections between dis-
tinct events. traditionally, it is the rejection of necessary connections which 
is the main reason why humeans have denied that power concepts can refer 
to genuine properties of objects. however, if I’m right, the theoretical role of 
8  I say more on this and on its implications for the ascription of responsibility in huoranszki 
2011.
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ascribing powers is that they ground natural possibilities, not necessities. thus, 
someone who holds that many properties are powers can—though needn’t—
agree with hume that no event is such that its occurrence can make the occur-
rence of another distinct event necessary.9 
above I argued that we often ascribe a power to persons or objects in order to 
identify what they can do or what we can do with them. thus the ascription of 
powers entails some potentialities or possibilities. this does not mean, as some 
have complained, that the ascription of powers is only talk about objects’ rela-
tion to possible events. powers are not ‘occult relations to possible events’; they 
are actual properties of objects that explain why there are certain possibilities. 
Even if there might be unrealized powers, many powers are more or less specific 
properties that objects actually have.
but hume’s followers insist that power concepts do not refer to properties, 
or they refer to properties only because they can be reductively analyzed.10 re-
duction usually requires that the instantiation of one (sort of) property depend 
asymmetrically on the instantiation of some other (sort of) property. In the case 
of powers, reductive analyses usually assume that statements that ascribe pow-
ers express nomologically grounded actual and possible causal connections. the 
first step of the reductive analyses is to paraphrase statements ascribing powers 
in terms of what objects are disposed to do. then it is claimed that such state-
ments are conceptually equivalent to some counterfactuals that express contin-
gent connections between distinct events. and finally, the truth-conditions of 
counterfactuals should be given purely in non-dispositional terms relying ex-
plicitly or implicitly on the concept of laws. 
Critics of the humean approach deny the possibility of such reduction. Inter-
estingly, they do not seem to object to the very first step of the analysis, which I 
challenged in the earlier section; perhaps because they do not distinguish prop-
erties that are powers from those of dispositions. but even setting the issue of 
explicitly dispositional locutions aside, the possibility of reduction can be de-
nied in two different ways. one way is to deny that the truth-conditions of the 
counterfactual conditional entailed by the ascription of a power can or should be 
understood purely in terms of causation, laws and non-dispositional properties. 
the other is to reject the earlier step of the reductive project, by arguing that the 
ascription of powers is not logically connected to the truth of any counterfactual 
conditionals. Many realists about powers, i.e. philosophers who reject reduction 
and take powers to be genuine properties of objects, believe that there is no 
9  In fact, so formulated, the claim is trivial. the question is whether causally connected 
events are ontologically distinct.
10  this view has been endorsed in different forms, for instance, by armstrong 1997, Mack-
ie 1973 and 1977, and lewis 1997.
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interesting logical connection between the ascription of powers and the truth of 
certain counterfactual conditionals.11 
some of them suggest that to individuate a power it is enough to single out 
the type of events that is its typical manifestation.12 george Molnar, for instance, 
argues that having some powers is like being in an intentional state in the sense 
that powers are directed at their manifestations even when the manifestation 
does not occur (2003).13 but even if the parallel with intentional states is ad-
equate, this does not prove that identifying a type of manifestation is sufficient 
for identifying powers. For intentional states can differ from each other even if 
they are directed at the same type of intentional object.14 In fact, the attempt to 
understand causal powers without using conditionals must face a similar difficul-
ty. the types of manifestations are not fine grained enough to identify distinct 
powers, unless we already understand them as manifestations of those powers.
thus I’m going to argue for a third possibility. I accept, along with humeans, 
that there must be a conceptual connection between the ascription of powers 
and the truth of certain counterfactual conditionals. however, the conditional 
analysis of dispositions can serve different purposes. It may be the case that 
originally it was introduced as a step towards reduction. the idea was that prop-
ositions that ascribe powers, if true at all, can be replaced by talk about actual 
or potential causal relations between events. but an analysis, even a conceptual 
analysis, can serve purposes other than conceptual reduction. In fact, very few 
analyses, if any, have ever provided conceptual reduction of one kind of en-
tity to some other. the conceptual link between powers and counterfactuals 
can elucidate the relation between properties and natural possibilities without 
‘reducing’ powers or denying that they are genuine properties. so understood, 
the conditional analysis of powers can play a significant role in our ontology: it 
is through such an analysis that we can specify powers and hence explain, with 
reference to objects’ properties, which natural possibilities exist. 
the non-reductivists’ rejection of the conceptual connection between the 
ascriptions of powers and the truth of certain counterfactuals is based on coun-
terexamples to what is called the ‘simple conditional analysis of powers’. ac-
cording to such an analysis, the ascription of powers entails the truth of some 
counterfactual conditional. now, I agree that the instantiation of a property can-
not depend on whether or not we happen to hold a counterfactual true. but the 
11  see Martin 1994, Molnar 2003, and bird 2007, Chapter 2.
12  see for instance lowe 2010. interestingly, most realists say surprisingly little about the 
way we should individuate powers. 
13  In fact, Molnar—assuming that there are further similarities between powers and in-
tentional states—argues that to have a power is to be in an intentional state. this is a more 
contentious claim, which has been severely criticized by other realists. see for instance bird 
2007, 114–129.
14  thus, in order to identify an intentional state, we also need to identify the intentional 
mode. see Crane 2001, 32.
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power that may or may not be instantiated by an object is nevertheless identifi-
able only by linking its ascription to the truth of some such counterfactual con-
ditionals. For it is with the help of such counterfactuals that we can individuate 
the relevant possibilities. 
4. Finks, reDucTion, anD conDiTionals 
alvin goldman considers—though immediately rejects—an objection to the 
conditional analysis in one of the footnotes to his book on intentional action. 
according to the conditional analysis something is soluble iff it would dissolve 
if it were immersed in water. but imagine that someone has a magical power to 
make an object soluble whenever it is about to be immersed in water. then it is 
true that it would dissolve if it were immersed in water. nevertheless, the object 
is insoluble (goldman 1970, 199–200). Many philosophers thought—perhaps 
goldman included—that such examples speak more against the possibility of 
magic than against the conditional analysis of dispositions. later, however, in 
a highly influential article, Charles Martin argued that there are cases logically 
analogous to the one described by goldman that do not involve the use of super-
natural capacities (Martin 1994).
Martin presents a scenario in which an electro-fink is attached to a wire. an 
electro-fink is a device that can make a wire live when it is touched by a con-
ductor. suppose we hold that a wire is live at t iff an electric current would flow 
through it, if it were touched by a conductor at t. but in the presence of an elec-
tro-fink, the conditional is true even if the wire is dead. Finks can work in the 
opposite way as well. It is possible that a wire is live, but, thanks to the presence 
of a ‘reverse-fink’, no electric current would run through it if it were touched by 
a conductor. In this case, we can correctly ascribe a power to an object even if 
the conditional is false. thus, the possibility of finks and ‘reverse-finks’ raises 
an obvious difficulty for the simple conditional analysis.
as I noted earlier, in view of such counterexamples, some philosophers want 
to conclude that there is no interesting conceptual connection between the as-
cription of powers and the truth of the corresponding counterfactual conditional. 
Martin himself concludes that counterfactual conditionals in general are ‘only 
clumsy and inexact linguistic gestures to dispositions’ (Martin 1994, 8). perhaps 
we can use such conditionals to characterize vaguely some causal powers; but 
the ascription of powers is logically independent of the truth of any counterfac-
tual conditionals. 
What Martin and many other realists about powers are supposing is that the 
simple conditional analysis’ failure to accommodate the possibility of finks 
proves certain metaphysical consequences. they assume that if our ordinary 
disposition terms cannot be analyzed by means of counterfactual conditionals, 
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then powers cannot be reduced to non-powers, and hence they cannot be elimi-
nated from our ontology.15 In fact, I doubt that any such consequence follows. 
More importantly, however, one can draw such conclusions only if one assumes 
that the purpose of the conditional analysis must be reduction. accordingly, if 
the analysis fails, reduction is rejected. but I shall argue for the contrary view: if 
reduction is rejected, the analysis can be saved and can play an important role in 
our understanding of powers. 
having said this, it remains true that many philosophers who aim at some re-
ductive account of powers do rely on the conditional analysis. and it is generally 
agreed that for the purpose of reduction, propositions which ascribe powers must 
be logically or conceptually equivalent to certain counterfactual conditionals. 
the possibility of finks does indeed raise a difficulty for the reductive project. 
therefore the reductionist needs a more complicated conditional analysis which 
is immune to such counterexamples. 
David lewis’s reformed conditional analysis—perhaps the most influential 
attempt to amend the original analysis—was conceived exactly in this spirit 
(lewis 1997). as lewis observes, the examples of finks and reverse finks are 
based on the possibility that the bearer of a power can change during the proc-
ess of manifestation, and that such change can result in the acquisition or loss of 
the power to be analyzed. thus in order to answer the difficulty raised by the 
possibility of finks, we need to include among the conditions of manifestation 
that some property is retained until the power’s manifestation occurs. but what is 
that property exactly?
since lewis rejects what he—following martin—calls ‘irreducible disposi-
tionality’, his purpose is to offer a reductive analysis of powers (lewis 1997, 
148). thus, taking his cue from earlier reductive analyses, he assumes that every 
disposition must have a causal basis—‘some intrinsic property B’—the presence 
of which together with the stimulus event would be causally sufficient for the 
occurrence of the manifestation event.16 he then suggests completing the ante-
cedent of the conditional with the condition that in the circumstances of mani-
festation, the object’s relevant intrinsic property B would be retained. 
however, the postulation of such intrinsic property gives rise to a number of 
difficulties. reduction seems to require that the relevant intrinsic property be 
non-dispositional; and that it be distinct from the power itself. but it is unclear 
why every power needs to have a distinct ground or causal base. It has been 
argued persuasively that many fundamental physical powers do not have such 
ground (ellis and lierse 1994; mckitrick 2003b; molnar 2003). Further, even 
15  this is, for instance, Molnar’s view; see Molnar 2003, 82–98. this view is often identi-
fied with realism about powers. For important exceptions see Mellor 1974, Mumford 1998 
and Mellor 2000.
16  For earlier analyses relying on the same assumption, see armstrong 1973, Mackie 1977, 
prior et al. 1982. 
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if we assume that they do, we must explain how dispositions, understood as 
objects’ properties, are related to their ground. If the ground is some non-dispo-
sitional property or property-complex, dispositions cannot be identical with it. 
but if they are distinct, why is the causal basis not sufficient for the occurrence 
of the manifestation events? Why do we need dispositional properties at all?
lewis himself, seeing the difficulties with cashing out the nature of the rela-
tionship between dispositional properties and the non-dispositional base, tries 
to be as non-committal as possible about this question (lewis 1997, 151–152). 
he insists only that the relevant property must be intrinsic. but even this is 
contentious. according to lewis, the ground or basis of dispositions must be 
intrinsic because dispositions themselves are always intrinsic to their objects. 
however, our earlier considerations have shown that we have good reason to 
ascribe specific powers to objects that are extrinsic. and it would be hard to 
make sense of the claim that such power’s ground is intrinsic. Further, some 
finks may be intrinsic to the object.17 and if such finks can be removed only 
together with the intrinsic causal base, lewis’s analysis fails. Hence a large 
number of philosophers are in no position to agree with lewis’s analysis: on 
the one hand, philosophers who think that objects can have powers without 
having distinct non-powers as their grounds; on the other hand, philosophers 
who think that objects’ powers can change without a change in their intrinsic 
non-dispositional properties (because, they hold, for instance, that some powers 
are not intrinsic). 
lewis’s analysis assumes, of course, that there is no difference between the 
ascription of a power and the ascription of a disposition. both are claims about 
what objects are disposed to do. but if I am right that powers as properties ful-
fill a different theoretical role than dispositions do, then we can avoid the dif-
ficulties and complications induced by the introduction of a non-dispositional 
causal base. as far as powers are concerned, we can propose a relatively simple 
non-reductive analysis. and as far as dispositions are concerned, we can rely on 
some statistical interpretation of the relevant counterfactual that can make the 
analysis immune to the problem of finks. 
5. a non-reDucTive conDiTional analysis oF PoWers
When Martin introduced the example of a fink, he meant it as a criticism of 
reductive analyses of dispositions. but Martin has not shown why, if we reject 
reduction, some version of the conditional analysis cannot be correct. In fact, 
before he draws his conclusion (cited in the previous section) about the useless-
17  about the first possibility, see mckitrick 2003; about the second, smith 1977. about 
intrinsic finks, see Clark 2008, Clark 2010 and Choi 2012.
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ness of counterfactuals in the analysis of powers, he suggests that ‘there can be 
no conditional which is both logically equivalent to a categorical ascription and 
such as to support the elimination of power or dispositional predicates’ (Martin 
1994, 6, emphasis in the original). but this is not the same as to claim that coun-
terfactual conditionals are only ‘clumsy gestures’ towards powers.
since realists about powers do not aim at a reductive analysis of powers, they 
can include in the circumstances of manifestation that the object does not change 
with respect to the power to be analyzed until the manifestation event occurs. of 
course, in case of powers that can be manifested only once by a particular object, 
the power must be lost by the end of its manifestation, often together with its 
bearer. no vase can remain fragile after it has been broken; and no sugar cube 
is soluble after it has been dissolved. but objects can retain a power until its 
manifestation occurs. 
thus the problem of finks can be avoided if we use a slightly reformed con-
ditional analysis suggested by hugh Mellor as an improvement on Carnap’s ac-
count of reduction sentences (Mellor 2000, 7–8). this requires the following 
minimally revised version of the original formulation of the counterfactual con-
ditional: 
For any object o and times t, t+δt, o has the power P to M at t iff the manifestation 
event of type M would occur no later than t+δt, if o were in circumstances of type C 
as characterized by conditions {c1…cn} at t and it retained P at t– t+δt. 
For instance, a sugar cube is (water-)soluble if and only if it would dissolve with-
in a certain period of time if it were immersed in some not already saturated, not 
very cold etc. water and it retained its solubility until it dissolves. 
this version of the conditional analysis has several advantages relative to 
lewis’s. First, it is much simpler. Truth, of course, should not be compromised 
because of our desire for simplicity, but simplicity without compromise might 
count as a virtue of an analysis nonetheless. second, the analysis is compatible 
with powers being extrinsic. For some, this is perhaps more of a vice than a vir-
tue. however, as I have argued earlier, if we ascribe powers to objects in order 
to ground natural possibilities, we had better make room for extrinsic powers. 
and third, this version of the conditional analysis does not assume that every 
power must have an intrinsic base that would make it nomologically impossible 
for the object to change its power while it does not change intrinsically; mean-
while, there is nothing in the analysis that would make it incompatible with the 
assumption that some powers do have intrinsic ground.
Despite such virtues, one might object that the analysis is circular and hence 
less informative than lewis’s analysis. However, we need to be careful about 
what we mean by circularity here. If it means that we refer to the yet unanalyzed 
property in the analysans, then the proposed analysis is certainly ‘ontologically’ 
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circular. but that circularity is unavoidable since the analysis can be correct only 
if it involves reference to the same property in the analysandum and in the ana-
lysans.18 If, however, circularity means that the analysis does not provide any 
semantic information that can elucidate the content of the analysandum because 
of the reference to the power to be analyzed, then the analysis does not seem 
circular to me. at the very least, it is unclear why reference to the power in the 
analyzans would make the analysis uninformative. 
certainly, the analysis is not reductive, and this contradicts lewis’s assump-
tion that we do not need properties that are irreducibly powers in our ontology. 
however, such convictions about whether every genuine property must be pure-
ly ‘qualitative’, or whether the ascription of properties must entail what objects 
possessing them can do, are independent of the question which counterfactual 
conditionals are entailed by their correct ascription. but more importantly, if the 
reference to the power to be analyzed in the anlysans is an objection to this ver-
sion of the conditional analysis, then lewis’s analysis is not in better shape since 
that analysis also contains tacit reference to the power to be analyzed. 
according to lewis’s analysis, one of the conditions of manifestation is that 
the object retain ‘some intrinsic property B’ until the manifestation occurs. What 
is that property? obviously, it must be the property that grounds the power. 
now ordinary objects have many powers at the same time. a knife made of 
stainless steel, for example, can have the power to conduct electricity, to resist 
rusting, as well as the power to cut bread (or the more generic power to cut or 
scratch objects made of material less hard than steel). these are obviously not 
the same powers, since certain kinds of objects can have one of them without 
having the other. soft objects can be good conductors, and hard objects can be 
very bad ones. 
so how can we single out the ‘intrinsic property b’ the retention of which is 
necessary in order for the power to become manifest? the only way I see is to 
say that whatever property is the ground of the power must be retained. of course, if 
we assume that that property is distinct from the power itself, then there might 
be ways to detect it independently of the power. but the relevant question is 
whether or not we can identify it as the ground of the power without some 
implicit reference to the power itself. If our metaphysical conviction is that no 
property is irreducibly a power, and hence objects’ powers must have some non-
dispositional ground, then reference to the intrinsic non-dispositional property 
seems natural, quite independently of the issue of finks or any other objection 
to the simple conditional analysis. but this is not an issue about how powers are 
18  as Michael Jubien says ‘if the concept under analysis has a certain characteristic feature, 
[…] then one would think that feature must also somehow be present in the analysans, or else 
the analysis could not be correct. From this perspective [seeking a ‘reductive’ analysis] looks 
like the pursuit of magic.’ (Jubien 2009, 95).
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connected to conditionals. and certainly, it is hard to see why an analysis that 
includes the condition ‘the power to M is retained’ is less informative than the 
one with the condition ‘whatever property is the ground of the power to M, it is 
retained’. If there is a difference between the two in terms of their informative-
ness, it is certainly the second, with its reference to a further unknown property, 
which is the less informative.
6. DisPosiTions, Generic PoWers, anD sTaTisTical reGulariTies 
When lewis introduced explicitly dispositional locutions he meant to speci-
fy the meaning of conventional disposition terms so that they fit his reformed 
conditional analysis. but the introduction of the explicitly dispositional locu-
tion can also be interpreted as the first step in a statistical interpretation of the 
truth-conditions of the corresponding counterfactual conditionals. according to 
the statistical interpretation, the ascription of dispositions entails counterfactual 
conditionals that can tolerate exceptions. this means, roughly, that [1] a (kind 
of) object has the disposition D iff it is disposed to M in circumstances C; and [2] 
it is disposed to M in circumstances C iff in the statistically relevant reference 
class of cases, it would M more often than not, were it placed in a circumstance 
of the same type as C.19 For instance, an object is fragile iff it would break more 
often than not in the counterfactual circumstances in which it is dropped from 
an appropriate distance on a hard surface.
It has been argued that the statistical interpretation of the counterfactuals can 
answer the challenge from finks as well as several other possible counterexam-
ples to the conditional analysis of dispositions.20 Indeed, this analysis can pro-
vide an intuitively adequate account of the connection between the ascription 
of dispositions and the sort of conditionals that are entailed by their ascription. 
but the statistical analysis explains this connection so well precisely because dis-
positions are understood here as behavioral tendencies. It is for this reason that 
the ascription of dispositions can be shown to entail certain counterfactuals the 
truth conditions of which can be interpreted in statistical terms. If it is true of an 
object that it is disposed to behave in certain ways in response to some stimulus, 
then it must be true as well that in the counterfactual circumstances in which 
the stimulus event occurs, the difference between the object’s displaying and 
not displaying the behavior would be statistically relevant. 
Dispositions the ascription of which involves such statistical regularities play 
an important explanatory role both in science and in ordinary discourse. but it 
plays a fundamentally different theoretical role than the ascription of powers. 
19  this is a variation of the theory proposed by Manley and Wasserman 2008, 75–76.
20  see Manley and Wasserman 2008, 76–81.
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to recall my earlier example, even if bob has the power to, i.e. can swim, or can 
steal, can hurt other people’s feelings etc., this needn’t explain what he actually 
does, and it does not help predict what he is ever going to do. his having those 
powers is presupposed when we explain his behavior by his being a smoker, a 
thief, by his being callous, etc.; but ascribing them does not entail any such be-
havior. In contrast, when we say that amy is a swimmer it does tell us something 
about her actual behavior because it explains what she occasionally does, even if 
the explanation is not particularly interesting or informative. 
of course, we can ascribe a disposition to a particular object even if the ob-
ject does not actually display the relevant sort of behavioral tendency; if not for 
other reasons, just because many dispositions are such that particular objects 
can manifest them only once. For instance, no fragile object can break regularly. 
however, in most such cases, what grounds the truth of the statistical counter-
factual is some actual regularity which is characteristic of the natural kind the 
particular object instantiates. things made of a kind of glass are fragile because 
things made of that kind of glass break more often than not when dropped from 
a particular distance and when they fall on a hard surface etc. It is this actual reg-
ularity which can ground our belief that any particular object made of that kind 
of glass would break more often than not in the counterfactual circumstances in 
which it is dropped. 
but even if the statistical interpretation of the counterfactuals explains well 
what it means for an object to be disposed to do certain things, it is ill-suited for 
the analysis of statements that ascribe powers to objects. For, as we have seen 
from bird’s sneezing–window-breaking example, if the circumstances in which 
an object would M more often than not are, statistically speaking, uncharacter-
istic, then the object is not disposed to M. similarly, a poisonous material can 
cure someone in certain special circumstances and a medication can kill. but a 
poisonous material is not disposed to cure, and a medication is not disposed to 
kill. thus, if powers fulfill the theoretical role in our ontology which they do ac-
cording to my proposal, then the statistical interpretation of the counterfactuals 
should be understood as an account of objects’ dispositions rather than that of 
their powers.
Despite this, there is an important metaphysical and an important epistemic 
connection between objects’ having powers and their being disposed to behave 
in certain ways. as mentioned earlier, it is unlikely that every power has a dis-
tinct ground. however, it seems extremely plausible that dispositions as behav-
ioral tendencies must have some ground. and their ground is exactly the object’s 
generic power which specifies in which kind of interactions the object can par-
ticipate in which kind of circumstances. thus, metaphysically, the possession 
of generic powers grounds objects’ dispositions. Epistemically, however, it is on 
the basis of observed regularities that we ascribe a disposition to certain objects 
or, more frequently, to certain kinds of objects. and it is through ascribing such 
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dispositions that we can infer the possession of generic powers. so understood, 
the ascription of dispositions provides a link between statistical regularities and 
the ascription of generic powers.
7. conclusion
as I mentioned at the beginning, the concept of a disposition as it is used in con-
temporary philosophy was introduced as a technical term. as such, any theory of 
dispositions should be evaluated with reference to the theoretical role that the 
properties represented by such concepts play in science and philosophy. I tried 
to show that many analyses of disposition terms hide an important difference 
between two fundamentally different roles which such terms can play in meta-
physics. one of these roles can be well captured by understanding statements of 
dispositions as expressing what objects are disposed to do in response to certain 
stimuli. but dispositions understood in this way should be distinguished from 
powers as properties of objects. For even if dispositions presuppose powers, the 
ascription of a power does not entail that objects are disposed to behave or in-
teract in certain ways. the ascription of powers has a distinct role in metaphys-
ics. and that role will not be adequately captured by a semantic analysis of the 
meaning of conventional disposition terms. 
the ascription of powers is not constrained in any way by the use of disposi-
tional predicates. It has been observed already in early discussions of dispositions 
that English has certain grammatical devices with which we can easily generate 
new disposition terms.21 some philosophers have worried that this makes it too 
easy to introduce new powers into our ontology.22 this may be a justified worry 
as far as generic powers are concerned. but the role of specific powers cannot be 
understood through an analysis of conventional disposition terms for a different 
reason. not because we can generate terms for powers too easily; rather, because 
some powers are so specific that it would be impossible to introduce separate 
terms for each. this does not mean that we cannot express specific powers, 
since it is possible to identify them with the help of demonstratives. but the 
main purpose of the conditional analysis of powers is not to provide an account 
of the use of conventional disposition terms, but rather to identify powers of 
varying specificity. 
ascribing such powers to objects serves a special theoretical purpose. such 
specific powers are properties that ground natural possibilities. according to 
many contemporary accounts, properties should be understood in terms of pos-
sibilities. My account agrees with this to the extent that properties are not in-
21  see goodman 1954, 40.
22  Molnar expresses this worry, which he shares with Quine. see Molnar 2003, 27–28.
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dependent of possibilities. however, if I’m right, the order of ontological de-
pendence should be the reverse. since many properties are powers, it is these 
properties that ground natural possibilities.23
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